
KS1 English

Place the following words in alphabetical order: 
Write the answers in the spaces provided.

   Bus          Walk 

           Train           Car

  Cycle              Van

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.

6. 



KS1 English

Match the rhyming words by drawing a line   
to connect them from dot to dot.

          Ticket          Rain

  Seat         Cricket

  Track            Seal

  Train          Crack 

  Wheel          Feet



KS1 English

Match the correct job to each passenger. 
Write your answer in the spaces provided. 

Mechanic

Teacher 

Artist

Baker

Fireman 

Businessman 

Doctor 

1.      5.   

2.      6.  

3.      7.   

4. 

    1.       2.      3.    4.     5.   6.        7.



KS1 English

Look at the questions below and circle the 
correct answer from the lists provided. 

•	 Where can you safely climb aboard a bus? 

     traffic lights   /   zebra crossing   /   bus stop   /   car park

•	 Who can you buy your train ticket from? 

butcher   /   teacher    /   train conductor   /   doctor   /   bus driver 

•	 What is important to wear while cycling to 
keep you safe? 

     helmet   /   apron   /   goggles   /    gloves    /    shorts

•	 Where can you find out what time the train   
or bus arrives at? 

     cinema   /   comic book   /   timetable   /   newspaper   /   bank 



KS1 English

Circle all the things that you might see at the 
train station?

    Train         Swimming pool 

      Timetables          Waiting area

  Café          Tennis court 

    Newsagents     Toilets

    
   Railway track           Football pitch 
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KS1 English

Sarah and her mum are going to travel by bus. 
They go to the bus station ticket desk to buy 
their tickets for the journey. 
1. Write what you think Sarah’s mum would ask the ticket seller 
    in the speech bubble. 
2. Write what you think the ticket seller would say to Sarah’s mum. 

Consider
•	 Where Sarah wants to travel to? 
•	 What time Sarah wants to travel at? 
•	 How many people are travelling? 
•	 Are the people travelling adults, children or both? 
•	 How much might a bus ticket cost? 
•	 Will Sarah and her mum make just one single journey 
     or a return journey? 

Buy bus tickets here



KS1 English

Look at the 2 pictures of the train ticket 
conductor. He checks and sells tickets 
to passengers onboard the train. 

Can you spot any differences between 
the 2 pictures? 
List the differences you spot. 

1.       

2.      

3.        

4. 

5.

6.



KS1 Maths

Central Station Timetable 

•	 Look at the station clock. What time is it? 

•	 Look at the station timetable. How long will passengers need         
to wait before Train B will travel to Lisburn? 

•	 How long will passengers need to wait for Train A to Larne? 

•	 What is the latest departure time to travel to Portadown? 

•	 If passengers miss the 2.30pm departure to Bangor how long 
will they have to wait before the next train to Bangor leaves? 

Destination Bangor Lisburn Larne Portadown Newry
Train A Departure Time 2.30pm 3.00pm 4.00pm 4.30pm 5.30pm
Train B Departure Time 3.00pm 3.30pm 4.30pm 5.30pm 6.00pm


